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Scholarships from the College of Science and Mathematics

★★ Brooks O. Pittman Science Scholarship ($700)
Awarded to an outstanding Georgia resident majoring in Chemistry, Math or Physics with an overall GPA of 3.5 with demonstrated financial need.

★★ Shirley Caaffe Boykin Scholarship ($400)
Awarded to an outstanding student majoring in science or mathematics.

★★ Fred D. White & Gail Brooks White Scholarship ($1600)
Awarded to an outstanding student with a future career goal of medical doctor, nurse or biomedical researcher with a focus on pulmonary diseases. Must be a resident of Douglas, Haralson, Carroll, Paulding, Polk, Floyd and Cobb counties and maintain a 3.5 GPA and show financial need.

★★ John Philip Kittel Memorial Scholarship ($500)
Awarded to a sophomore or junior pre-engineering major with an overall plus science/math GPA of 3.0 who is on track to transfer to Georgia Institute of Technology to complete his/her engineering degree.

Chemistry Department Scholarships

★★ William Lockhart Scholarship ($1,000)
Awarded to a chemistry major who has completed at least an academic year of consecutive chemistry courses at the UWG and shown “heart” towards learning chemistry.

★★ James A. Wash Scholarship ($500)
Awarded to a chemistry major who will be attending UWG during the succeeding academic year and has completed CHEM 1211, CHEM 1212, and CHEM 3422 or CHEM 3310K.

★★ Glenn Esslinger Memorial Scholarship ($600)
Awarded to a chemistry major from Carroll, Coweta, Douglas, Heard or Haralson counties who maintains a 3.0 GPA.

★★ Lois Martin Scholarship ($1,000)
Awarded to a pre-med major based on GPA and potential with need being a secondary consideration.

★★ Roy L. Denney Scholarship ($850)
Awarded to a biology or chemistry major with a pre-med focus and is based on merit and potential, with need being a secondary consideration.

★★ Department of Chemistry Scholarship ($500)
Awarded to a chemistry major who will be attending the University of West Georgia during the succeeding academic year and is based on merit and need.

Chemistry Achievement Awards

★★ Latha Barnes Award ($750 plus plaque) for excellence in general chemistry
★★ Esslinger Organic Book Award (value $330) for excellence in general chemistry and promise for the following organic chemistry sequence
★★ Freshman Chemistry Achievement Award (value $100) for excellence in general chemistry
★★ Physical Chemistry Book Award (value $230) for excellence in organic chemistry and promise for physical chemistry sequence in the following year
★★ Biochemistry Book Award (value $250) for excellence in organic chemistry and promise for biochemistry
★★ Pope-Grogan Award ($200 plus plaque) for excellence in organic chemistry
★★ Analytical Chemistry Award (value $100) for excellence in analytical chemistry
★★ Lucille B. Garmon Physical Chemistry Award ($100 plus plaque) for excellence in physical chemistry

Graduating Senior Awards

★★ James Boyd Award ($100 plus plaque) to recognize outstanding achievement in undergraduate chemical research.
★★ American Institute of Chemist Award (annual membership plus plaque) to recognize academic ability, leadership and professional promise.
★★ Faculty Recognition Award (plaque) to recognize academic ability, leadership and professional promise.